
Capital Vault Incorporated : Mastermind Group : [Order_MG]
MG MAX RSVP Account : [Order_MG_MAX_RSVP]

Opportunity & Vision: "Stockpile & Deploy" - Please read the BDG_A_MR background file;
● The MG MAX RSVP offers the Revenue Generator (RG), Reserved, Conditional sign-op 
and Open Options (RCOO), Reserved, Dedicated sign-up and Secured Options (RDSO) and 
the Serial Options for general or more specific purposed.

● This account works like an amplifier, as it combines the various account options of the Mastermind 
Group, has diverse financial and non-financial options, can capitalize on those faculties and 
operations, is an instrumental part in generating intel, knowledge, capabilities, resources and works 
towards recruiting valuable personnel as initial and strategic key players as well as the tactical make it 
happen people that are team players. Everyone is important, everyone benefits.

● The Mastermind Group is really about personnel, creating extremely dynamic and rewarding 
structures, options and an environment that lets the genius express those brilliant faculties of creative 
imagination. Art, science, passion and a love for something in particular, the true heart's desire that 
generates a certain kind of energy and enthusiasm that is without equal.

● With this account, allocating money, brains, talent and inspiration with resources applied to certain 
tasking or mission parameters, goals and performance capabilities, there really is a lot of providential 
possibilities available to those who have an open mind, like to make a contribution of some type and 
participate in a variety of scenarios appropriate to each person. This generates a lot of added value 
and it is easy to see how that is possible.

● This can be easily configured for any intellectual capital endeavour and includes a significant realm 
of options to consider where capital appreciation takes on a whole new definition! This can be applied 
in the software engineering industry, in particular open source, and when combined with other CVI-
Options, the wealth generating power can easily be shared and distributed in manifold forms of 
compensation to those people who make valuable contributions, who often volunteer and donate 
countless hours and amazing break throughs for everyone's benefit. It's a worthwhile endeavour to 
generate additional benefits, resources and options for the long term, even though altruism gets high 
marks in the open source industry or any type of volunteer all for a good cause. This works the same 
with design engineering for a particular project, that is covered in greater detail within the various CVI-
Options.

To explore & discover more, please advance to: [Order_MG_MAX_RSVP]
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